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Every locally presentable category C can be embedded in a topos P of 
presheaves. There exists a subobject R,. of the subobject classifier a of P which 
classifies the subobjects in @. Every localization Gt of @ is classified by a 
Lawvere-Tierney topology jo on Qc. The image Do ofjr, has analogous classifying 
properties with respect to D. When @ is locally finitely presentable, the topologies 
on 52, or Go form a locale. .? 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
In this paper we investigate some properties of locally presentable 
categories and their localizations. A locally presentable category C is just 
the category of models of a theory defined by a-limits, for some regular car- 
dinal a. By a localization D of such a category, we mean a full reflective 
subcategory of @ whose reflection is left exact. 
A locally x-presentable category C is thus naturally embedded in the 
topos @’ of presheaves on the full subcategory P E C of r-presentable 
objects. If 52 is the subobject classifier of the topos @‘, we prove the 
existence of a subobject 0, =+ Sz in P which classifies exactly the sub- 
objects in @. Moreover every localization D of 6) is completely charac- 
terized by a Lawvere-Tierney topology jr, : Q, -+ 0, or, equivalently, by a 
universal closure operation on @. The image 52,) * Q, of jr, produces 
then a subobject classifier Q,, of D. 
In topos theory, the topologies on 52 classify exactly the localizations of 
the topos, i.e., its subtoposes. In the algebraic context, the bijection is 
replaced by a Galois connection between the complete lattice of 
localizations and that of topologies. When we start with a locally finitely 
presentable category @, those complete lattices turn out to be locales. 
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SUBOBJECT CLASSIFIER 
1. THE SUBOBJECT CLASSIFIER 
FOR LOCALLY PRESENTABLE CATEGORIES 
We consider a locally r-presentable category @, for some regular 
cardinal M. We denote by P the full subcategory of r presentable objects. P 
is stable in C under a-colimits and @ is equivalent to the category 
@ = u-CO~~(P“~, Sets) of a-continuous presheaves on P. We denote by $ 
the topos of presheaves on P’. The category @ is stable in @’ under limits 
and x-filtered colimits. In particular x-limits (and in particular finite limits) 
commute in @ with r-filtered colimits. The representable functors P(-, P) 
are a-continuous and every object in Q= is an z-filtered colimit of such 
representable functors (cf. [4]). 
The topos P has a subobject classifier Q given (cf [6] ) by L?(P) = set of 
subobjects of P(-, P) in P, where the action by the arrows of P is given 
by pulling back. We obtain immediately a subobject Q,, ++ Q in [FD by 
defining 
Q&P) = set of subobjects of P( , P) in C. 
PROPOSITION 1. In the topos $, Q, is a sub-A-semilattice of s2 contain- 
ing the top element t. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Consider a monomorphism G ++ F in P and its charac- 
teristic map cp: F-, R. When F is a-continuous, the following conditions are 
equit;alent: 
(1) G is a-continuous, 
(2) cp factors through 0, S+ Q. 
By the Yoneda lemma (cf. [S]), the elements XE F(P) correspond to 
the morphisms [xl: P(-, P)+ F. The map cp is given (cf. [6] by 
q(x) = [x] -l(G). So (1) implies (2). Conversely, F is an r-filtered colimit 
of representable functors P(-- , P) (cf. [4]); by universality of colimits in P 
(cf. [8]), G M F is the a-filtered colimit of its inverse images over all these 
representable functors. But each of those inverse images is just some (pF(x), 
so is r-continuous; therefore G is a-continuous (cf. [4]). i 
As a corollary, we deduce the classifying property of Q,: 
THEOREM 1. For a given object FE @ E a-Cont( Pop, Sets) there is a 
hijection between 
(1) the s&objects G H F in @, 
(2) the morphisms cp: F+ 52, in the topos P. 
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q and G correspond to each other by that bijection when the following square 
is a pullback: 
G- 1 
I I 
I 
F-Q@. ‘p 
I 
2. TOPOLOGIES AND UNIVERSAL CLOSURE OPERATIONS 
We keep the notations of Section 1 and transpose in our algebraic 
context some classical definitions of topos theory (cf. [6]). 
DEFINITION 1. A topology on Q, is a morphism j: Q, + Q, in the 
topos IP; which satisfies 
(1) jot=t, 
(2) j.i j= j, 
(3) jcA=Ao(jx j). 
DEFINITIOK 2. A universal closure operation on @ is a process which 
associates, with each subobject A 5-, B in @, another subobject A w B in 
@ in such a way that 
(1) A<& 
(2) A,==;iT&, 
(3) LA, 
(4) f '(A)=f--'o, 
where A, A 1, A, are any subobjects of B and f: C + B is any morphism 
in @. 
DEFINITION 3. Relative to a universal closure operation on @, a sub- 
object S -+ A is called dense when S= A and closed when S= S. 
hOPOSITION 3. With the notations of Section 1 there is a hijection 
between 
(1) the topologies on Q C, 
(2) the universal closure operations on @. 
Given a topology j: 52, --t Q,, the closure of a subobject S H A, with 
characteristic map cp: A + L?,, is the subobject S B A with characteristic 
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map jc q: A -+ Sz, (cf. Theorem 1). Conversely given a universal closure 
operation and a subobject S - P(-, P), define j,(S) = S. 1 
With a given topology j: Qc + Qc we associate two subobjects of ~2,: in 
P: the image 52, - 52,; of j and the inverse image D, H 52,; of the top 
element t: 1 - Q,: along j. 
PROPOSITION 4. In @, a subobject S ++ A is closed when its charuc- 
teristic map A + 52, factors through 52, -+ Sz and dense when this churac- 
teristic map factors through Di w Q,. 1 
COROLLARY. In @, a .&object S * A is dense when all its inverse 
images over all the representahles P( , P) are dense. m 
3. THE TOPOL(H;Y ASSOCIATED WITH A LOCALIZATION 
We keep the notations of Section 1. We recall that a localization of a 
finitely complete category is a full reflective subcategory whose reflection is 
left exact. 
We fix now a localization (i: D + C, k: @ + D) of @ = r-Cont( V’, Sets); 
thus I --1 1 i and I is left exact. Given a subobject S z-+ A in C, the pullback 
s ----+ ilS 
I 
1 
Y 
A - ilA c 4 
where E is the unit of the adjunction, defines a subobject S w A. 
PROPOSITION 5. The correspondence SH S which we have just described 
defines a universal closure operation on C. The dense s&objects for this 
closure operation are exactly those inverted by 1. 
By left exactness of 1. 1 
PROPOSITION Given a localization 1 ----I i of rC, a morphism of C is inverted 
by 1 if and only tf so are its image and the equalizer of its kernel pair. 
The image involved is the extremal epi-mono factorization of the 
morphism (cf. [S]). The result follows from the fact that 1 preserves finite 
limits and extremal epimorphisms. 1 
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PROPOSITION 7. A localization 1+ i of @ is completely characterized by 
the corresponding universal closure operation, thus by the corresponding 
topology on 52 s. 
If C is the class of morphisms inverted by I, we know that I: @ + D is 
just the category of fractions C -C[C-‘1 (cf. [4]). But C is completely 
characterized by its monomorphisms (Proposition 6), thus by the subobject 
Dj w Q, (Proposition 4 and its corollary), thus finally by the 
corresponding topology j: R aZ + Q c. One concludes by Proposition 3. 1 
It we start now with a topology j: a, --) Q,, the corresponding dense 
subobjects of the representable functors S -+ p(-, P) constitute a set of 
subobjects, stable under change of base. Applying the techniques of [4], WC 
find a corresponding reflective subcategory of @ z a-Cont(PoP, Sets). A 
striking difference with the analogous problem in P is the fact that the 
reflection is not necessarily left exact. A counterexample has been produced 
(cfr. [2]). 
4. THE SUBOBJECT CI.ASSIFIER FOR A LOCALIZATION 
We keep the notations of Sections 1 3. Thus C E a-Cont[ VP, Sets) and 
(i: D -+ C; I: @ --+ D) is a localization of @. There is a corresponding 
topology j,: 52,; + Qc in the topos P and we define 9, to be the image of 
j, in P. 
PROPOSITION 8. In the topos @‘, l2, is a sub-A-semilattice of Q, contain- 
ing the top element. 1 
PROPOSITION 9. Consider a subobject S H A in C with A E (DI. Then 
SE JDJ iff S is j,-closed in A. 
The isomorphism A z ilA implies the isomorphism SZ ilS, thus SE i1.S 
iff S=S. 1 
We are now able to prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Given a localization (ED, I+ i) of C and an object A E 1 DI, 
there is a bijection between 
(1) the subobjects S of A in D, 
(2) the morphisms cp: A + Q BI in the topos P. 
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This bijection relates S and cp when the following square is a pullback: 
s-1 
By Proposition 9 and 4 and Theorem 1. fl 
By Proposition 8, our Definitions 1 -3 can be transcribed in D. 
PROPOSITION 10. Given a localization (D; I+ i) of C, there is a bijection 
between 
( 1) the topologies on a ID, 
(2) the universal closure operations on D. 
By Theorem 2 and arguments analogous to that given in proving 
Proposition 3. 1 
PROPOSITION 11. Given a localization (D; 14 i) of c:, a localization of D 
can itself be completely characterized by a topology on Q Ip. 
Let ([E, k + h) be the localization of D; (IE; kl --f ih) is a localization of C 
and so is characterized by a topology j, : 52, -+ ~2,. with image &?: s-+ Rc. 
The inclusion [E c D forces the equalities j, ojK = j, = j, 0 jn, which imply 
the inclusion Sz, E Sz, and the fact that j, restricts to a topology 
j;:Q,,+QK~. But j, can be constructed from jl, as the composite 
./ 
Sz,; -3, Szi, ‘I, 52,, w n,, 
so we may conclude by Proposition 7. B 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Every Grothendieck topos [E is locally presentable, thus our theory 
applies in this context and produces a subobject classifier 52, in some 
bigger topos @’ of presheaves. It may be worth noting that Q, is just the 
Q-object of IE, so that our theory is really an extension of the classial case 
of toposes. 
PROPOSITION 12. Consider a localization (D; I-+ i) of a locally n-presen- 
table category C z a-Cont(PP, Sets). When D turns out to be a topos, the 
corresponding classifying object Q, E @’ lies in D and is the O-object of that 
topos D. 
481.‘112:2-4 
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We denote by QE ID the Q-object of the topos D. Going back to the 
definition of s in Section 3, we deduce that 
Q,,(P) z {closed subobjects of FD( -, P) in @ ) 
r (subobjects of /p(-, P) in ED}. 
iz D(lP( -, P), Q), 
which proves the a-continuity of 52,) ; thus 52, is in C. 
The characteristic map of t : 1 H Q,, is just i, : 0, ++ Q,,, thus 
t : 1 w 0, is j,-closed (Proposition 4). If c is the unit of the adjunction 
and q: ik2, -+ 52, is the characteristic map of ilt: 1 >--) i/Q., it follows that 
the subobject of Qu classified by i,, I) q :J c,, is just t : 1 -+ 0,. Therefore 
cp 3 cQD = id,:, and by universality of ea,:, E,:, 3 cp = idirn5;. So Q,, is in D 
and thus isomorphic to ~2, by unicity of the Q-object in a topos. 1 
If T is any theory defined by p-limits, the models of T in a Grothendieck 
topos $5 form a locally presentable category @ z a-C~nt(p~~, Sets), which 
thus fits in our setting (cf. [4]). In the special case where T is defined by 
finite products (a Lawvere theory (cf. [7])], C turns out to be tripleable 
over s, Then if j is a topology on s and !Sj is the corresponding subtopos 
of s, the models of T is sj form a category D which is tripleable over Sj. It 
follows from the adjoint lifting theorem (cf. [S]) that D is a localization 
of 62. 
If A is a small additive category, the category C = Mod, of additive 
functors from A to the category of abelian groups is locally finitely presen- 
table (cf. [4]), thus provides one more example for our theory. 
The localization of Mod, have been largely studied in 13) and are 
exactly classified by the universal closure operations on Mod,, thus by the 
topologies on the corresponding object 52,;. Combining this with the 
previous paragraph, we can even lift the whole situation in the context of a 
Grothendieck topos. 
6. THE LOCALES OF TOPOLO(;IES 
A localization D of a locally presentable category @ is again locally 
presentable (cf. [ 11). Moreover @ is locally $-presentable for infinitely 
many possible &. This indicates that the topos $ we have been considering 
and the subobject classifier Q, E P are far from being unique. Nevertheless 
it follows from Proposition 10 that the set of topologies on 4, is indepen- 
dant of the construction used to produce 52,). By Proposition 8, +Qe is a 
poset in the topos $; this induces the structure of a poset on the set 
Top(Q b) of topologies on Q [I. 
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PROPOSITION 13. For a given locally presentable category ID, the poset 
Top(D) of topologies on Q2, is a complete lattice. 
The proofs of Proposition 3 and Condition 1 in Definition 2 show that 
id,, is the smallest topology; on the other hand it is obvious that 
Sz, + 1 H’ 52 Iw is the biggest topology. 
Consider now a nonempty family j, of topologies on Q,, . It is a 
straightforward computation to check that 
j,(S) = 0 j,(S); PEP; SEQ,(P) 
k 
produces a topology on a,, which is, of course, the infimum of the jk’s. 
With the notations of Proposition 4, this implies that 0, = nk D,,. 1 
When D is locally presentable, the localizations of D, provided with their 
natural preordering as subcategories, constitute a complete lattice Loc( D ) 
(cf. [2]). From proposition 1 we deduce a contravariant embedding of 
Loc( D) in Top(0 D). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let D he a locally presentable category. The correspon- 
dence described in Proposition 11 induces a Galois connection between the 
lattices Lot(D) of’localizations of D and Top(s2,) of topologies on 52,. 
An arbitrary V in Lot(D) is taken to the corresponding A in Top(Q,,), 
as follows from Proposition5 and the construction of those operations 
(cf. [ 1 ] and Proposition 13). 1 
When @ is locally finitely presentable, finite limits commute in C with 
filtered colimits. This property is inherited by every localization D of C, 
notwithstanding the fact that D is no longer, in general, locally finitely 
presentable. 
THEOREM 3. When D is a locally presentable category in which finite 
limits commute with filtered colimits (e.g., a localization of a locally finitely 
presentable C), the lattice Top(Q.) of topologies on Q, is a locale. 
First of all, let us give an explicit construction of the join of a non empty 
family j, of topologies on Sz e. For PEP and SEQ,(P) we define 
where (k,, . . . . k,) runs through all the nonempty sequences in the set of 
indices and the union of subobjects is computed in D. The commutation of 
pullbacks with filtered unions implies that j’: 52, + Qe is a morphism in P 
satisfying conditions (1) and (3) of Definition 1. Iterating the application of 
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j’, using an obviously filtered union at each limit ordinal, we produce an 
increasing sequence of elements in Q,(P); by a cardinality argument, the 
process stops at some element j,(S). The commutation of pulbacks with 
filtered unions implies now that j is a topology on 0, and, obviously, the 
supremum of the j,‘s. With the notations of Proposition 4, we have this 
time Q,= ok sZjk. 
Consider finally a topology j, on 0, as well as a nonempty family j, 
of topologies on 0,. It remains to prove the inequality 
j, A ( Y, j,) < Vk (j,, A j,), since the converse inequality is obvious; we 
abbreviate that inequality as j, < j,. Given SE Q,(P), we have 
j,(S) n j,(S) c j,(S) and therefore by induction on n: 
.h(N n Ok, 0 ... OjkJS) 
The union of those relations gives j,(S) n j’(S) E j,(S), where j’ is defined 
from the jk’s as in the previous section. Therefore putting S, = j,,(S) n j’(S) 
and iterating the same process, we find 
Finally j,(S) is the union of those Si, which concludes the proof. 1 
It may be worth noticing that in the situation of Theorem 3, the com- 
plete lattice Lot(D) of localizations of D turns out to be the dual of a 
locale (cf. [ 1 ] ). 
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